QIBA Q-CT Committee Weekly Update  
Monday, October 18, 2010  
11 AM CDT  

Call Summary  

In attendance:  
Andrew Buckler, MS (Co-chair)  
P. David Mozley, MD (Co-chair)  
Maria Athelogou, MD  
Hubert Beaumont  
Charles Fenimore, PhD  
Kavita Garg, MD  
David Gustafson, PhD  
Philip Judy, PhD  
Grace Kim, PhD  
Anthony Reeves, PhD  
Ganesh Saiprasad, PhD  
Daniel C. Sullivan, MD  
Ying Tang, PhD  
Binsheng Zhao, DSc  
RSNA  
Fiona Miller  
Madeleine McCoy  

Corporate Slides Review (Mr Buckler)  
- Corporate message designed to focus on device and software manufacturers  
- Plan to visit GE on 10/26  
- Visits to software manufacturers are not anticipated but message is applicable to both groups  
- Based on previous input, a number of slides have been combined such that there is one message per slide (and not multiple slides per message)  
- Introductory slides from Drs Sullivan and Bresolin will provide an overview of QIBA mission and background  
- Mr Buckler’s slides will build on this information  
- Detailed slides will be distributed ahead of visit but presentation will focus on high-level message using simplified version  
- Sequence of high-level messages and wordsmithing of slide headings addressed and edits incorporated  
- Consensus that Slide #4 is a key opportunity slide with link to patient treatment and management  
  - Title change suggested and incorporated  
- Consider whether information on Archives, data collection and qualification process needed  
- Consider using three-pillar model to focus this message  
- Acknowledgements need to be expanded  
  - RSNA staff to provide pertinent QIBA committee rosters  
- Two versions of conclusion slides compared  
- More positive message recommended with action items highlighted  
- Consider including evidence to prove Vol CT works better than existing methodologies  
- Mr Buckler to complete revision of slide sets and distribute to the group  

Posters for RSNA Annual Meeting to be discussed on next call  

Next Steps:  
- Mr Buckler to complete revision of slide deck and send to RSNA staff for distribution  
- RSNA staff to provide committee rosters to Mr Buckler  
- Next call: October 25th, 2010 at 11 am CDT